Compact dedicated skims ("AlCaReco") derived automatically both during the express and the prompt processing transferred to the CERN Analysis Facility (CAF) Alignment/calibration workflows operate at CAF and feed derived constants into the conditions database 20-Oct-2010 R. Mankel Step 1: event-by-event processing ( residuals, derivatives etc) performed in parallel, typically 100-200 jobs on CMS-CAF each job results in a compact binary file
Step 2:
one global fit determines all track and alignment parameters simultaneously very CPU and memory intensive two dedicated CAF servers with 48 GB of memory most CPU-intensive parts parallelized using OpenMP TM multi-threaded operation, optimal value currently at ~7 CPU cores with ~200000 parameters & ~1M tracks, wall time reduced from 9 hours 1.5 hours Step 1
Step 2
Electromagnetic Calorimeter Calibration
Calibration strategy:
pre-calibration (e -test-beam, cosmics) LHC beam dump data fast inter-calibration within rings of same η assuming φ symmetry in minimum bias events inter-calibration using π 0 and η decays (initially also used to set the energy scale) isolated electrons from W eν and Z ee decays, using momentum measured in tracker as reference main channel-by-channel calibration tool at multifb -1 luminosity Further Improvements: Curvatures & Kinks
